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Who's coming to town?

This year, besides seeing all the great films TIFF has to offer, you'll be able to stargaze at some of Hollywood's biggest stars who are coming to town to support their upcoming movies.

Nicole Kidman stars in *The Rabbit Hole* alongside Aaron Eckhart as a husband and wife who fight to save their marriage in the life that begins again after tragedy.

Javier Bardem, who just married Penélope Cruz, plays a father of two who's sensing the danger of death in the Spanish film, *Biutiful*, in which struggles with a tainted reality and a fate that works against him in order to forgive, for love, and forever.

Hilary Swank's movie *Conviction* will garner a lot of attention as the Oscar-winning actress stars in this true story of a sister's unwavering devotion to her brother who is arrested for murder and sentenced to life in 1983.

Naomi Watts will no doubt come to support *You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger*, Woody Allen's latest comic ensemble piece, which follows a group of Londoners struggling with the perils of life.

Canadian star Scott Speedman is a staple during the Toronto Film Fest. This year, he will be promoting his film *Barney's Version*, which stars Paul Giannati and Rachelle Lefevre.
Coming back again this year, Natalie Portman will be promoting her new thriller *Black Swan*. Portman stars as a dancer in the New York City Ballet who finds herself locked in a web of competitive intrigue with a new rival at the company.

Jon Hamm leaves his ’60s Mad Men character to promote his new movie, *The Town*, a dramatic thriller about robbers and cops, friendship and betrayal, love and hope, and escaping a past that has no future. The film also stars Ben Affleck, who is also the director.

Colin Firth returns to the film fest as royalty. In *The King’s Speech* he plays King George VI, the father of the current Queen, Elizabeth II.

Keira Knightley and Carey Mulligan star in *Never Let Me Go* as childhood friends whose friendship is put to the test when they confront deep feelings of love, jealousy and betrayal that threaten to pull them apart.

Ryan Gosling and Michelle Williams caused buzz in Cannes while promoting *Blue Valentine*, the story of a couple who try and save their failing marriage.

For up-to-date info and exclusive interviews with the stars go to tribute.ca/tiff.
Michael Douglas and Shia LaBeouf get down to business in Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps

The song couldn’t be more perfect. In the trailer for Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps, the Rolling Stones’ classic “Sympathy For The Devil” plays in the background. That song casts Mick Jagger as the Devil, trying to summon up some sympathy for himself.

And so it goes with the infamous Gordon Gekko, played once again by Michael Douglas. Now, 23 years later, Gekko has paid his dues to society (in prison) and is a chastened (and free) man, but in the eyes of many he’s still a criminal, still the devil. So when Gekko predicts the 2008 financial crisis, his reputation trumps his credibility. Few listen and his warnings go unheeded.

As the meltdown takes down Wall Street and much of the global economy with it, another drama swirls around Gekko. A young man named Jacob Moore (Shia LaBeouf) informs Gekko that he’s about to marry his estranged daughter, Winnie (Carey Mulligan). The prospect of patching up his strained relationship with Winnie entices Gekko to enter into a deal with Jacob—a deal complete with danger, reward and corruption.

Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps boasts an amazing cast, including Douglas (who won his only acting Oscar playing Gordon Gekko in 1987), Mulligan (An Education), LaBeouf (Transformers), as well as Oscar winner Susan Sarandon, Frank Langella...
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he was also excited to revisit the Gekko character, one that had surprisingly become a hero to many. “He’s an insider trader, a guy who destroyed companies—a very, very well-written villain, and people are attracted to villains. We just never anticipated that… all these people in business school would be ranting and raving that this was the person they wanted to be,” he explained to the Toronto Star. Douglas admits he had doubts about the casting of Shia LaBeouf in the central role of Jacob. “We weren’t sure he had the chops,” he told Access Hollywood, “and he knocked it out of the park. I’m so proud of him; he just kicked butt.”

LaBeouf not only impressed Douglas: he impressed his co-star, Carey Mulligan. Shortly after being introduced to each other by Oliver Stone, the two began dating and were a hot item on the red carpets of Cannes this spring. “You could see their chemistry right away, and it was pretty powerful,” Stone told People magazine. “They were completely professional on the set, but there was no mistaking what was happening.”

In Hollywood, as in business, it’s all about the money—and that means that sequels are often made for all the wrong reasons. Yet, when you think about it, the original Wall Street virtually screams for a follow-up. After all, it was the actions of men like Gordon Gekko and the “greed is good” mentality that triggered the 2008 financial meltdown in the first place. And you know that the world has been turned on its head when, 22 years later, Gordon Gekko is the new voice of reason.

—Tom Jokic

(Oscar nominee for Frost/Nixon) and Eli Wallach (The Holiday). Making cameos: Donald Trump, financial guru Jim Cramer and original Wall Street star Charlie Sheen, whose Bud Fox was Gordon Gekko’s nemesis in the original.

Also returning is producer/director Oliver Stone, whose passionate storytelling radiates off the screen in every frame. For several months when this movie was in development, Stone and Douglas were not scheduled to participate, but soon after, Stone announced his return. He recently told Variety that Gordon Gekko’s story is worth revisiting. “He’s a quintessential American story, and seeing how he manages to survive in this new shark tank 22 years later is a fascinating and challenging proposition. So much has changed. Not just Gordon Gekko—the world too.” But, as he said to the Toronto Star, the real catalyst for his revisiting Wall Street was the 2008 financial meltdown. “It was a major heart attack…and it puts the whole world in a new perspective. It’s time to come back and get Gordon Gekko.”

As for Douglas, he was firm in his commitment to return to Wall Street—but only if the script was good, and if Oliver Stone returned. Once Stone approved the script, so did Douglas. But the 65-year-old actor said

Onset with director Oliver Stone.
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THE AMERICAN
September 1 Thriller
George Clooney, Paolo Bonacelli, Violante Placido, Thekla Reuten
When a job in Sweden ends hardly for an American assassin, Jack (Clooney), he vows his next to be his last. But while on assignment, Jack befriends a local priest, Father Benedetto (Bonacelli), and finds romance with a local woman, Clara (Placido). But by stepping out of the shadows Jack may be tempting fate and endangering his life.

MACHETE
September 3 Thriller
Danny Trejo, Michelle Rodriguez, Jessica Alba, Robert De Niro, Lindsay Lohan, Steven Seagal, Cheech Marin
Machete (Trejo) is a renegade former Mexican Federale. He roams the cities, towns, and streets of Texas looking for work after a shakedown from a drug lord called Torrez (Segal). So when he finds out that he is being betrayed by those who’ve hired him for his next job, he goes on a brutal rampage of revenge.

RESIDENT EVIL: AFTERLIFE
September 10 Action
Milla Jovovich, Ali Larter, Wentworth Miller
In a world ravaged by a viral infection, turning its victims into the Undead, Alice (Jovovich) continues her journey to find survivors and lead them to safety. Her deadly battle with the Umbrella Corporation reaches new heights, but Alice gets some unexpected help from an old friend. When a new lead towards a safe haven takes her and the survivors to Los Angeles, she finds the city is overrun by thousands of Undead—and that she’s entered a deadly trap.

THE TOWN
September 17 Drama
Ben Affleck, Rebecca Hall, Jon Hamm, Jeremy Renner, Blake Lively
Doug MacRay (Affleck) is the leader of a group of ruthless bank robbers who pride themselves in stealing what they want and getting out clean. With no real attachments, Doug never has to fear losing anyone close to him—until he takes hostage a bank manager, Claire Keesey (Hall). Though they let her go unharmed, Claire is nervously aware that the robbers know her name and where she lives. But when she unknowingly meets Doug not realizing that he is the same man who only days earlier had terrorized her, their romance threatens to take them both down a dangerous path.

WARRIOR
September 17 Action
Nick Nolte, Tom Hardy, Joel Edgerton, Jennifer Morrison
An ex-Marine haunted by a tragic past returns to his hometown of Pittsburgh and enlists his father, a recovered alcoholic and his former coach, to train him for an MMA tournament awarding the biggest purse in the history of the sport.
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LET ME IN  
October 1 Horror  
Kodi Smit-McPhee, Chloë Moretz, Richard Jenkins  
A lonely boy’s wish for a friend seems to come true when a girl his age moves in next door. But her arrival coincides with a series of gruesome deaths and attacks. Though he realizes she’s a vampire, his friendship with her is stronger than his fear.

THE SOCIAL NETWORK  
October 1 Drama  
Jesse Eisenberg, Justin Timberlake, Andrew Garfield, Rashida Jones, Max Minghella, Rooney Mara, Brenda Song  
On a fall night in 2003, Harvard undergrad and computer programming genius Mark Zuckerberg sits down at his computer and heatedly begins working on a new idea. In a fury of blogging and programming, what begins in his dorm room soon becomes a global social network and a revolution in communication. A mere six years and 500 million friends later, Mark Zuckerberg is the youngest billionaire in history.

YOU WILL MEET A TALL DARK STRANGER  
October 1 Comedy  
Antonio Banderas, Josh Brolin, Anthony Hopkins, Gemma Jones, Freida Pinto, Lucy Punch, Naomi Watts  
The film follows a pair of married couples, Alfie (Hopkins) and Helena (Jones), and their daughter Sally (Watts) and husband Roy (Brolin), as their passions, ambitions, and anxieties lead them into trouble and out of their minds. Despite these characters’ attempts to dodge their problems with pipe dreams and impracticable plans, their efforts lead only to heartache, irrationality, and perilous hot water.

SECRETARIAT  
October 8 Drama  
Diane Lane, John Malkovich  
Housewife and mother Penny Chenery (Lane) agrees to take over her ailing father’s Virginia-based Meadow Stables, despite her lack of horse-racing knowledge. Against all odds, Chenery—with the help of veteran trainer Lucien Laurin (Malkovich)—manages to navigate the male-dominated business, ultimately fostering the first Triple Crown winner in 25 years and what may be the greatest racehorse of all time.

Heigl and Duhamel become instant parents in Life As We Know It

LIFE AS WE KNOW IT  
October 8 Comedy  
Katherine Heigl, Josh Duhamel, Josh Lucas, Christine Hendricks, Jean Smart  
Holly Berenson (Heigl) is an up-and-coming caterer and Eric Messer (Duhamel) is a promising network sports director. After a disastrous first date, the only thing they have in common is their dislike for each other and their love for their goddaughter, Sophie. But when they suddenly become all Sophie has in the world, Holly and Messer are forced to put their differences aside. Juggling career ambitions and competing social calendars, they’ll have to find some common ground while living under one roof.

THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNET’S NEST  
October 15 Thriller Alliance  
Michael Nyqvist, Noomi Rapace, Lena Endre, Annika Hallin  
While Lisbeth (Rapace) is recovering in hospital, Mikael (Nyqvist) continues his investigation into who sought to undermine Lisbeth Salander and for what purpose.

HEREAFTER  
October 22 Thriller  
Matt Damon  
Three people are touched by death in different ways. George (Damon) is a blue-collar American who has a special connection to the afterlife. On the other side of the world, a French journalist has a near-death experience that shakes her reality. And when Marcus, a London schoolboy, loses the person closest to him, he desperately needs answers. Each on a path in search of the truth, their lives will intersect, forever changed by what they believe might—or must—exist in the hereafter.

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY 2  
October 22 Horror  
Katie Featherston  
When we last left Katie, she had been possessed by a demon. The horror continues as we find out where she’s gone and what she’s about to do.
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Zac Efron, Miley Cyrus, Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, Blake Lively, and more!

MOVIES
Emma Stone gets a bad rep in Easy A
Hayden Panettiere joins a wolf pack in Alpha and Omega
Daniel & Emma make more magic in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
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Hot stars on the move! Blake Lively, Miley Cyrus, Zac Efron and more

FEATURE
8 Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson and Rupert Grint gear up for the end in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1

10 HOT FLICKS
Fall Movies Gear up for Easy A, Resident Evil, You Again and more!
The gorgeous cast of *Pretty Little Liars*, Troian Bellisario, Ashley Benson, Lucy Hale and Shay Mitchell, got together at a book signing—based on the series—which follows the lives of four girls, Spencer, Hanna, Aria, and Emily, whose clique falls apart after the disappearance of their leader, Alison.

Xavier Samuel has a lot to be thankful for. Not only is his career on the rise, his coolness factor has shot up since he starred as Riley in *The Twilight Saga: Eclipse*. Watch for this hottie in *Anonymous* next year or in his recently released thriller, *The Loved Ones*.

The cast of *The Vampire Diaries*, Ian Somerhalder, Nina Dobrev and Paul Wesley, recently got together to promote the upcoming season premiere of the hit show, which airs September 9. The cast and producers of the show gave details on Season 2, including the return of Katherine, Jeremy’s fate and Tyler Lockwood’s big, howling secret!
Miley Cyrus and her boyfriend, actor Liam Hemsworth, took the afternoon to have sushi in L.A. Hemsworth is set to star next as a young commander who joins forces with Sinbad and Aladdin in Arabian Nights, while Cyrus is currently filming LOL: Laughing Out Loud, a comedy about how a group of friends deal with peer pressure in a world connected by YouTube, iTunes and Facebook.

After a long day of filming Water for Elephants with Reese Witherspoon, Robert Pattinson took girlfriend Kristen Stewart out to see one of his very best friends from London, musician Sam Bradley, perform live at Hotel Café in Hollywood.

Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens recently attended Efron’s premiere for Charlie St. Cloud together. The pair is still going strong since meeting while filming High School Musical and is still Hollywood’s cutest couple!

Blake Lively took in a movie screening recently in New York. She recently wrapped up filming alongside hottie Ryan Reynolds for The Green Lantern. Now, Lively is out of superhero mode and back onto the set of Gossip Girl for more drama.

Brody Jenner and rocker Avril Lavigne are still a couple! The pair is said to have gotten each other’s names tattooed on their bodies. Brody has her name inked on the inside of his left arm, while Avril proudly got her “Brody” tattoo below her right breast on her rib cage.
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part One

It's the beginning of the end for Harry Potter and its stars

It is supposed to be Harry, Ron and Hermione's seventh and final year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, but instead of returning to school on the Hogwarts Express with their fellow classmates, they are embarking on a mission entrusted to Harry by the late Headmaster, Albus Dumbledore. As Voldemort rapidly overruns the wizarding world with his deranged followers, the Death Eaters, the three young wizards come face to face with a seemingly impossible task: finding and destroying Voldemort’s horcruxes, the pieces of his soul that he has concealed in an attempt to make himself immortal.

Frustrated with this apparently unachievable mission, Harry gets distracted when he discovers the existence of The Deathly Hallows: three objects that, if combined, will make the possessor a master of death. He becomes convinced that he must obtain them to defeat the Dark Lord, but when he realizes that the torture, murder and devastation in his world will continue if he doesn’t act fast, he becomes determined to complete the task that Dumbledore assigned him.

"Hallows Part One will feel very different from Half-Blood Prince. It's just edgier. It's a little rawer. It's more contemporary. It feels more modern," director David Yates told Vanity Fair. There is also the matter of "the split" (where they will divide the script to separate the story into two movies). "It’s tricky to shoot as two separate films, so we’ve been trying to think of it as one and just shoot as much as possible, and once
they’ve edited it down, it will feel like there’s a natural cut somewhere in the middle,” Tom Felton (Draco Malfoy) told MTV.

In 2001, when the first book in J.K. Rowling’s massively successful Harry Potter series was adapted to the big screen, it instantly catapulted the young Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and Emma Watson to stardom. Twelve years later and now household names, the three stars have wrapped filming for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Parts 1 and 2, and said an emotional goodbye to the rest of the cast. “Everyone was really devastated. It was really, really sad,” Daniel Radcliffe told the Associated Press. After they’ve dedicated their young lives to portraying the famous trio, the natural question is, what’s next? Like her alter ego, Emma Watson is focusing on school. In a 2009 interview with Paste magazine, Watson confirmed that she would be studying English literature at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. “I want to forget about hair and makeup. Sometimes on a publicity tour I can’t remember what time it is, what country I’m in,” she told U.K. paper The Times. She has also collaborated with the socially responsible clothing company Free People to create a line of fair trade and organic clothing called Love from Emma.

Rupert Grint’s focus remains on acting. He’s playing the role of Tony in Wild Target, alongside Bill Nighy and Emily Blunt, which will be released in October 2010. He’s also set to star in Eddie the Eagle, which chronicles the life of Britain’s first Olympic ski jumper. And, while it’s hard to imagine Daniel Radcliffe as any other than the famous boy wizard, he is continuing his acting and Broadway career. After making his very naked debut in Equus in 2008, he’s now set to star on stage in How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying. He’ll also star in the film adaptation of Susan Hill’s bestselling horror novel, The Woman in Black, as well as a remake of the war drama All Quiet on the Western Front. In The Journey is the Destination, he’ll portray real-life photojournalist Dan Eldon.

So is this it for Harry Potter? At least for a decade. The Washington Post reported that author J.K. Rowling says she’ll consider returning to the series “maybe 10 years from now.” We can only hope that if she does, a movie version will follow.

— by Katharine Watts

Rupert Grint, Emma Watson and Daniel Radcliffe have grown up together on the set of Harry Potter.
Resident Evil: Afterlife
September 10 Action
Milla Jovovich, Ali Larter, Wentworth Miller
In a world ravaged by a virus infection that turns its victims into the Undead, Alice (Jovovich) continues on her journey to find survivors and lead them to safety. Her deadly battle with the Umbrella Corporation reaches new heights, but Alice gets some unexpected help from an old friend. A new lead that promises a safe haven from the Undead takes them to Los Angeles, but when they arrive, the city is overrun by thousands of Undead—and Alice and her comrades are about to step into a deadly trap.

Easy A
September 17 Comedy
Emma Stone, Penn Badgley, Amanda Bynes
After a little white lie about losing her virginity gets out, a clean-cut high school girl (Stone) sees her life paralleling Hester Prynne’s in “The Scarlet Letter”, which she is currently studying in school—until she decides to use the rumor mill to advance her social and financial standing.

Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga’Hoole
September 24 Fantasy
Jim Sturgess, Geoffrey Rush, Rachael Taylor, David Wenham
Soren is a young owl entranced by his father’s epic stories of the Guardians of Ga’Hoole, a mythic band of winged warriors who had fought a great battle to save all of owlkind from the evil Pure Ones. While Soren dreams of someday joining his heroes, his older brother, Kludd, scoffs at the notion, and yearns to hunt, fly and steal his father’s favor from his younger sibling. But Kludd’s jealousy has terrible consequences—causing both owlets to fall from their treetop home and right into the talons of the Pure Ones.

You Again
September 24 Comedy
Kristen Bell, Jamie Lee Curtis, Sigourney Weaver, Odette Yustman, Kristin Chenoweth, Victor Garber, Betty White
No matter how old you are, you never get over high school. Successful PR pro Marni (Bell) heads home for her older brother’s wedding and discovers that he’s marrying her high school arch-nemesis (Yustman), who’s conveniently forgotten all the rotten things she did so many years ago. Then the bride’s jet-setting aunt (Weaver) bursts in, and Marni’s not-so-jet-setting mom (Curtis) comes face to face with her own high school rival.

Alpha and Omega
September 17 Family
Voices: Justin Long, Hayden Panettiere, Christina Ricci, Danny Glover, Dennis Hopper
Humphrey is an Omega wolf whose days are about quick wit, snappy one-liners and hanging with his motley crew of fun-loving wolves and video-gaming squirrels. Kate is an Alpha: duty, discipline and sleek Lara Croft-style eye-popping moves fuel her fire. Humphrey’s motto: Make ‘em laugh. Kate’s motto: I’m the boss. And they have a thousand miles to go. Back home, rival wolf packs are on the march and conflict is brewing. Only Kate and Humphrey can restore the peace. But first, they have to survive each other.

Let Me In
October 1 Horror
Kodi Smit-McPhee, Chloë Moretz
A fragile boy is bullied by his stronger classmates but never strikes back. The lonely boy’s wish for a friend seems to come true when a girl his age moves in next door. But her arrival coincides with a series of gruesome deaths and attacks. Though he realizes she’s a vampire, his friendship with her is stronger than his fear.
The Social Network
October 1 Drama
Jesse Eisenberg, Justin Timberlake, Andrew Garfield, Rashida Jones, Max Minghella, Rooney Mara, Brenda Song
On a fall night in 2003, Harvard undergrad and computer programming genius Mark Zuckerberg sits down at his computer and begins avidly working on a new idea. In a fury of blogging and programming, what begins in his dorm room soon becomes a global social network, and a revolution in communication. A mere six years and 500 million friends later, Mark Zuckerberg is the youngest billionaire in history...but for this entrepreneur, success leads to both personal and legal complications.

Jackass 3-D
October 15 Comedy
Johnny Knoxville, Bam Margera, Steve-O, Ryan Dunn, Chris Pontius, Preston Lacy
Various characters from the MTV reality TV series Jackass compile outrageous stunts, pranks and skits.

Score: A Hockey Musical
October 22 Drama
Olivia Newton-John, Noah Reid, Marc Jordan, Stephen McHattie, Allie MacDonald, Nelly Furtado
Seventeen-year-old Farley (Reid) has led a sheltered life, raised on a diet of home schooling, organic living and trips to the art gallery. To his parents’ (Newton-John, Jordan) dismay, Farley loves to play shinny with the local rink rats. To their even greater dismay, Farley is scouted and signed by the owner (McHattie) of a junior league team, where he becomes an instant star. But Farley discovers that stardom comes with a price—including the expectation to fight on the ice. Throw in a changing relationship with his best friend (MacDonald), and Farley finds himself losing his way.

Paranormal Activity 2
October 22 Thriller
Katie Featherston
The chilling story of Katie, a young woman possessed by an evil spirit who murdered her boyfriend Micah, continues.

Megamind
November 5 Comedy
Will Ferrell, Brad Pitt, Jonah Hill
Megamind (Ferrell) is the most brilliant supervillain the world has ever known, but the least successful. When he finally conquers his arch-nemesis, the caped superhero known as Metro Man (Brad Pitt), Megamind realizes he has no purpose without a superhero. Enter Titan (Hill), Megamind’s new superhero creation, who is bigger, better and stronger. But when Titan starts to take on a life of his own, Megamind realizes he has created a diabolical figure that he may not be able to defeat.
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- Meet and greet with the band backstage
- An Arby’s Epiphone Coronet Electric guitar autographed by the band
- Arby’s prize pack

Contest closes October 15, 2010. Open to residents of Canada except Quebec. Approx. prize value: $3,000. For complete rules and regulations, go to tribute.ca. To enter by mail, write to “Arby’s Ultimate Music Fan Contest” PO Box 343, Toronto, Ontario M3C 2A2.
**MacGruber**

*September 7*

In the 10 years since his fiancée was killed, special op MacGruber (Will Forte) has sworn off a life of fighting crime with his bare hands. But when he learns that his country needs him to find a nuclear warhead that’s been stolen by his sworn enemy, Dieter Von Cunth (Val Kilmer), MacGruber figures he’s the only one tough enough for the job.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“Very funny!”

“If I want to see an SNL skit, then I’ll watch SNL.”

---

**Letters to Juliet**

*September 14*

When Sophie (Amanda Seyfried), travels to Verona, Italy—the romantic city where Romeo first met Juliet—she meets a group of volunteers who respond to letters written to Juliet seeking romantic advice. Sophie finds and answers a letter that has been lost for 50 years, and is stunned when its author Claire (Vanessa Redgrave) arrives in Italy with her grandson (Christopher Egan) to find the fiancé she left decades before.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“Entertaining and sweet.”

“Predictable but the view sure wasn’t bad.”

---

**Just Wright**

*September 14*

Leslie Wright (Queen Latifah), a straight-shooting physical therapist, gets the gig of a lifetime working with NBA All-Star Scott McKnight (Common). Everything is going great until Leslie finds herself falling for Scott. Oblivious to her romantic overtures, McKnight is instead drawn to Leslie’s gorgeous childhood friend Morgan (Paula Patton), who has her sights set on being an NBA trophy wife.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“Entertaining from beginning to end.”

“Too predictable.”

---

**Iron Man 2**

*September 28*

The world is aware that billionaire inventor Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) is the armored super hero Iron Man. Under pressure from the government, the press and the public to share his technology with the military, Tony is unwilling to divulge the secrets behind the Iron Man armor because he fears the information will slip into the wrong hands.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“Filled with energy and non-stop action.”

“Nothing that I haven’t seen before in action movies.”

---

**A Nightmare on Elm Street**

*October 5*

Nancy, Kris, Quentin, Jesse and Dean all live on Elm Street and are all having the same dream of the same man, wearing a tattered red and green striped sweater, a beaten fedora half-concealing a disfigured face—Freddy Krueger. One by one, he terrorizes them in their dreams, where the only way out is to wake up. But when one of their number dies a violent death, they soon realize that what happens in their dreams happens for real, and the only way to stay alive is to stay awake.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“This is by far one of the best remakes I have seen.”

“Not enough scare factor.”

---

**The Karate Kid**

*October 5*

When 12-year-old Dre Parker’s mother’s latest career move has landed him in China he is left with no friends in a strange land. Dre has nowhere to turn but maintenance man Mr. Han, who is secretly a master of kung fu. As Han teaches Dre that kung fu is not about punches and parries, but maturity and calm, Dre realizes that facing down the bullies will be the fight of his life.

*tribute.ca★★★★★

“Wow best one yet!”

“It was OK, but the original was way better.”
the colourful smoky eye + intense pencil liner? now you’re **really** smokin’!

**new liquilne blast + smoky shadowblast**

Start with the colourful smoky eye—six dual-ended stick duos make it easy. Then, new waterproof liquilne blast gives the intensity and staying power of a liquid with the ease of a pencil. Try all six smokin’ combinations.

**Take beautiful back online or from your mobile @ covergirl.ca**

Drew Barrymore is wearing Smokey ShadowBlast in Silver Sky and Liquiline Blast in Violet Voltage. easy breezy beautiful COVERGIRL.
Star Weddings

From Megan Fox to Carrie Underwood—these stars are officially off the market and into wedded bliss.

—Toni-Marie Ippolito

Megan Fox and Brian Austin Green
The couple recently tied the knot on the beach in Hawaii with Green’s son, Kassius, as witness. “We are just even more committed to each other and we always have been. I am more in love with him now than I was in the beginning,” said Fox, who wore an Armani Privé gown with a 16-ft. train.

Emily Blunt and John Krasinski
John Krasinski tied the knot with Emily Blunt during a beautiful outdoor ceremony at the Villa D’Este in Como, Italy recently, attended by frequent resident George Clooney, Matt Damon and his wife, Luciana. Blunt wore a Marchesa Bridal custom cream chiffon sweetheart-draped gown with embroidered detail.

Carrie Underwood and Mike Fisher
Carrie Underwood and ice-hockey player Mike Fisher were married in Georgia in front of 250 close friends. They then jetted off to Tahiti where they enjoyed a luxurious private bungalow, swimming and snorkeling with reef sharks, and an island tour via helicopter.

Penélope Cruz and Javier Bardem
Oscar winners Penélope Cruz and Javier Bardem got married in a private ceremony in the Bahamas earlier this month at a friend’s house attended by close family members, with Cruz wearing a dress by John Galliano. Bardem’s sister, Monica, recently hinted that a baby will likely be on the way.

Get the intensified smoky eye

Part 1: Get the colourful smoky eye with Smoky ShadowBlast

Step 1: Using the rounded tip of the duo, apply shadow from lash line to brow bone.

Step 2: Using the tapered tip, apply shadow on upper lash line and along eyelid crease.

Part 2: Intensify your smoky eye with Liquiline Blast

Apply pencil and “smoke” the line with the unique blending tip.

www.tribute.ca
Email or twitter us your tiff gossip, star encounters and photos. Tribute.ca will award $50 for the best news story of the day and $50 for the first 20 people who capture a photo of celebrity reading Tribute Magazine during the festival!

Email us at tiff@tribute.ca or tweet us @tributemag

tribute.ca/tiff
your go-to source for great film fest coverage
Toronto’s Downtown Wine Destination

Crush Wine Bar is your King Street West destination for wine with more than 40 wines by the glass paired brilliantly with Executive Chef Michael Wilson’s cuisine.

Seating up to 100 people in the main dining room, plus 50 in the adjacent bar, we also boast a spacious outdoor patio for alfresco dining.

Develop a CRUSH today

455 King Street West  416.977.1234  crushwinebar.com
tribute.ca and Gibson Guitar are giving you a chance to **WIN a $8,000 trip** to Las Vegas to see **Nickelback** in concert!

You could win this limited edition signed Chad Kroeger Gibson Les Paul guitar.

**You and a friend could win:**

- Airfare for two plus accommodation at the MGM Grand Hotel Las Vegas (From Oct. 29-31)
- 2 tickets to see Nickelback perform live at the MGM Grand (on Oct. 30)
- A limited-edition signed Chad Kroeger Gibson Les Paul guitar
- Photo opportunity with the band before the show!

**Value $8,000**

Contest closes October 15, 2010. Open to all residents of Canada. For complete rules, and regulations, go to tribute.ca. To enter by mail, write to “Nickelback in Concert Contest,” PO Box 343, Toronto, Ontario M3C 2A2.
Get real time showtimes

tribute Movie App

- search for theatres
- browse showtimes by date or location
- view posters and movie photos
- watch trailers
- rate the movies

Download Tribute Movies to your iPhone™. It’s free!

www.tribute.ca/mobileapps in the entertainment category

iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Best known for his upbeat pop-rock tunes, Justin Timberlake also earned some acting credibility with his role in Alpha Dog in 2006. He’s back on the big screen in the upcoming movie, The Social Network, which follows the real-life story of computer programming genius Mark Zuckerberg who created Facebook. In the movie, Justin plays Sean Parker who became the President of Facebook.

Now, with a career in both music and film, it’s amazing he manages to fit in as many relationships as he does. As a Mouseketeer, his young love was Britney Spears. The two teens had a tumultuous split when Britney allegedly cheated with a backup dancer (he wasn’t kidding when he sang Cry Me a River). Now, Jessica Biel’s got him “Love Stoned.” And in between, he brought enough “Sexy Back” to woo several lovely ladies.
Keeping in killer shape is JESSICA BIEL’s MO, and the former N’Sync star is the lucky guy that gets to date her. With a recent role in The A-Team and an upcoming lead part alongside Jake Gyllenhaal in Nailed, her acting career shows no signs of slowing down, either. An item since his split with Cameron Diaz in 2007 (and her split with baseball player Derek Jeter), Justin and Jessica have been a couple for three years.

Cameron Diaz reportedly had a rocky split with her Shrek co-star. Rumors of infidelity (on Justin’s side) and instability (on Cameron’s) abound. But Justin might have trouble resisting the tall blonde beauty on the set of the upcoming Bad Teacher, in which she plays his love interest. Unfortunately for him, Cameron’s current flame, baseball star Alex Rodriguez, is the only man on her mind. Though she’s dated bad boys Jared Leto and Edward Norton in the past, she’s now happy to be in a less dramatic relationship.

Scarlett Johansson’s sultry appearance in Justin’s What Goes Around Comes Around music video had everyone talking. And when Scarlett was spotted at the star at the Alpha Dog premiere after-party just one week after her split with Cameron, it was obvious he was into her. But after dating rocker Jared Leto, she’s now happily married to Canadian actor Ryan Reynolds and is rumored to be a favorite for the lead role in Gravity, alongside Robert Downey Jr.

Before Step Up kick-started JENNA DEWAN’s acting career, she was a backup dancer on JT’s tours. After Britney broke his heart, she was there to comfort him, and they began dating. It was a brief relationship, which allegedly lost her the job when Justin couldn’t handle having his former flame around as a distraction on stage. Now married to the buff Channing Tatum, and working her way up in Hollywood with small roles, Jenna is completely over JT, with whom she was once starstruck.

With filming just starting on rom-com Friends With Benefits, the onset flirting between the petite MILA KUNIS and the Sexy Back singer is only just beginning. Considering the overlap in his relationships with Diaz and Johansson, it wouldn’t come as a surprise if he fell for the beautiful Mila before his relationship with Biel came to a close. But Mila’s been in a committed relationship with actor Macaulay Culkin since 2002, so she may not be as likely to stray—even if she’s happy to flirt.

Britney Spears needs no introduction. We all know the tale of boy-meets-girl, boy loses girl then makes revenge music video (“Cry Me A River”), girl gets married (twice), has two kids, shares her head and causes a media storm with her antics. What looked like an ideal relationship between two teen stars ended badly after two years of dating. But even after a bitter end, Justin still reached out to Britney when she had her breakdown. Since her divorce from aspiring rapper Kevin Federline, Britney’s been linked to everyone from D-list actors to paparazzi.

With ties to some of Hollywood’s hottest leading ladies, not only does EDWARD NORTON get Oscars, he’s also lucky in love. Admittedly he’s also had rocky relationships (he dated Hole’s lead singer, Courtney Love—enough said). But he quickly bounced back with Cameron Diaz, whom he dated for a year. He also dated Drew Barrymore after meeting her on the set of Everyone Says I Love You, and Jessica Biel became his real-life love after playing his onscreen interest in The Illusionist.

With mountains of eyeliner, scruffy hair and a five-o’clock shadow, JARED LETO came by his bad-boy persona honestly. Among the ladies who have fallen for the rebellious rocker are Scarlett Johansson and Cameron Diaz, as well as Paris Hilton, who hooked up with him at Hyde Lounge in Utah during the 2008 Sundance Film Festival. Now, he’s focusing on his music career with his band 30 Seconds to Mars, and appears to be dedicated to that lifestyle (read: he’s only interested in hookups).

Known for his numerous relationships and his way with ladies, COLIN FARRELL doesn’t discriminate. He’s had brief flings with both Lindsay Lohan and Britney Spears, two of Hollywood’s biggest party girls. He’s also been linked to the lovely Ali Larter, and numerous aspiring actresses including Angelina Jolie. He’s currently with actress Alicia Bachleda, whom he met on the set of Ondine and with whom he has a son.

After her tumultuous teens, DREW BARRYMORE is now an acclaimed star and recently made her directorial debut with Whip It. But a long and successful career in the spotlight also means relationships are around for everyone to see. With a list of exes that rivals Colin Farrell’s, Drew may have dated her fair share of bad boys, but her on-again-off-again relationship with sweetie Justin Long is currently on again, due to the time they spent together while filming Going the Distance.

Yet another tragic tale of a teen star turned party girl, it’s never a surprise when LINDSAY LOHAN is arrested, in jail, or snapped hooking up with someone new. Known for partying hard and dating even harder, Lohan has been linked to numerous men (and women), including Colin Farrell, Doug Reinhart and James Franco.

Brody Jenner never seems to stay in relationships for long. He’s a player at heart, and chooses to date his close friends like Lauren Conrad, Kristin Cavallari and Paris Hilton. However, it appears he’s fallen hard for Canadian cutie AVRIL LAVIGNE—they’ve been seen vacationing together, out for dinner and drinks and even got tattoos of each other’s names on their bodies.

Doug Reinhart became known for his appearance on the MTV show The Hills as Lauren Conrad’s brief boyfriend. He also dated Amanda Bynes and Lindsay Lohan before his recent relationship with heiress Paris Hilton. The couple split when Paris realized that he was using her to get noticed by the media. To get revenge, she reportedly embarrassed him when they were both at the same nightclub by getting the DJ to announce that Paris wanted him to leave.

Curvy KIM KARDASHIAN, best known for her role in Keeping up with the Kardashians, has made a name for herself in the media. After the leak of a sex tape she made with ex-boyfriend Ray J, Kardashian became a well-known name. She also dated singer Nick Cannon before he married Mariah Carey. She’s currently dating Dallas Cowboy Miles Austin, who’s completely smitten with the sultry star.

Sienna Miller’s on-again-off-again relationship with Jude Law has been ongoing since 2004, when they met on the set of Alfie. Soon after, they got engaged and continued their whirlwind romance. But when Jude’s nanny went public with the news that she had an affair with him, their relationship ended abruptly. Sienna then found comfort with her Camille co-star, the adorable James Franco, followed by brief encounters with Rhys Ifans and Balthazar Getty. She rekindled her romance with Jude in 2009, while they were both working on Broadway plays, and they are now engaged for the second time.

Follow tribute.ca on facebook!
CROSSWORD

FILM FEST FEVER
AS THE TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL NEARS, TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THESE PAST FESTIVAL FILMS AND THEIR STARS.

TRIBUTE CROSSWORD

24 Guitarists Jimmy Page and The Edge turned up for ___ Get Loud a few years ago
25 Setting for Spike Lee’s Miracles at St. Anna, featured at TIFF in 2008
26 TIFF notable Penelope Cruz starred in this Oscar-nominated 2009 film
27 Sarah ___ was on hand last year as producer of The Young Victoria

DOWN
1 White lies
2 One who takes the part of another
3 Homeland of TIFF honoree Deepa Mehta
4 Numerous TIFF flicks have gone on to capture Academy ___
6 One who appears in the background of films
7 First showing
8 TIFF notables Guy Ritchie and Brad Pitt directed and starred in this 2000 fight film
13 Film about Charles Darwin that launched TIFF 2009
15 Clooney who’s done more than one TIFF
17 Clooney and Ewan McGregor turned up last year for The Men Who Stare ___
18 Across the Universe, a film named after a song by a ___ (John Lennon), was a hit at TIFF in 2007
20 Matt ___ is another who frequents TIFF
22 ___ Down the Road is a classic Canadian film
23 London-born ___ Gosling has also made the scene at TIFF

ACROSS
1 The second F in TIFF
5 Johnny ___ was in Toronto for Tim Burton’s Corpse Bride in 2005
9 Russell ___ is hot these days (hotter than Russell Crowe, who’s done TIFF)
10 Bening who accompanies Warren
11 Norton who’s been to Toronto
12 A ___-comedy is both funny and serious
14 Fail to keep a promise
16 Jason Reitman was at TIFF last year for Up in ___
18 Sound
21 Fascinate

“TIFFing”

MUSIC NEWS
HAMMER’S MUSIC BLOG

I think music is going into a new and exciting direction. Right now we are witnessing an amazing music evolution! The bridge between genres is closing. We are seeing urban artists working with dance artists to create a new sound for a new generation. Dance producers like David Guetta are working with Akon and Kelly Rowland, Pitbull is sampling classic house/dance songs—artists are seamlessly joining different styles of music into an amazing new product. Slowly, we will see more and more music “fusion,” which will eventually break down music barriers.

The Hammer is Music Director and Assistant Program Director of Z103.5. He can be heard on-air every weekday from 3-7 p.m.

Kelly Rowland

Photo: Kaye Monte Canada
ALL THE HITS.

THE Z MORNING SHOW
SCOTT FOX, DAVE & ASHLEY
5:30AM - 10AM

THE AFTERNOON DRIVE WITH
THE HAMMER
3PM - 7PM

Z1035.com
BEYONCÉ KNOWLES, Virgo, born September 4, 1981, Houston, Texas
Virgos are often ultra-sexy yet uncomfortable in the role. When she created
Sacha Fierce alter ego, Beyoncé said it allowed her to be more sensual, outspoken and
aggressive. Her Virgo modesty was evident when she was passed over for an Oscar nod
for Dreamgirls (2006) while co-star Jennifer Hudson took one home. “Because I’m a star,
they just automatically assume that I’m not humble enough to sit down and take a back
seat, which I am,” she said at a press event. As hardworking as any Virgo, Beyoncé took
a long break in 2010. This 16-time Grammy winner is due for a creative burst next year,
which will likely include a major film project.

STAR STRUCK
What the stars have planned for you

ARIES (March 21 – April 20)
Pick up your cues! Like the hint from a superior about moving
up the ladder. Show you’re ready for a change in status, but try
to delay signing until after the 12th. Late in the month looks
best to play out a romantic scene or two. You can also add to
your bank balance through a wise investment.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21)
Summer’s over, but you hit the doldrums as far as work
is concerned. Don’t worry; it clears by mid-month. In the
meantime, it’s one of the most romantic and social months of
the year for you. The more you mingle, the greater your chances
of making strategic contacts or meeting a potential new co-star.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21)
The month gets off to a slow start, thanks to retrograde
Mercury. Tie up loose ends and make amends until the
12th, when the pace quickens. You’re off on a social whirl,
as well as dealing with a big career opening and possibly a
new romance. Good thing you’re so good at multi-tasking!

CANCER (June 22 – July 22)
You gladly take charge of Labor Day barbecue plans.
And outfitting kids (yours or a friend’s) for school might
inspire you to sign up for a course yourself. You can find
great bargains for yourself as well after the 12th. Get
out and play the glad-handing game. You just might
schmooze your way into a new job.

LEO (July 23 – August 23)
You’re undecided about your future, which has you going in
circles. Relax and review your options until mid-month. And
watch your ad-libs around higher-ups. A lucky planetary
merger could be good for your bank account. It also ups your
charisma, and chances for meeting a new romantic lead.

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23)
Tie up loose ends from summer projects through the
12th. After that, use the new moon to make a battle plan
and land that promotion. If you’re free, a few strategically
aimed come-hither looks won’t go unnoticed. If attached,
prospects are promising for taking the next step on the road
to total commitment.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23)
All’s quiet on the love front as summer wanes. But by mid-
month you’re ready to shine in a new role at work that could
lead to a promotion. Home improvement may be a sore spot,
but a solution will appear that eases your anxiety, and your bank
balance. Venus helps you identify new streams of income.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22)
Need a new agent? Until mid-month you’re surrounded at
work by bit players. But your star is rising, so be patient and
avoid power plays. Your charisma is off the charts, which
helps you attract all sort of new people into your circle. As
well, loved ones play supporting roles with gusto.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21)
Time for a fresh start? If you seem stuck, try tuning into
the grapevine. You could learn something useful. After
mid-month, make sure to go where you can see and be seen
by those with clout. You’ll likely hold more than one open
house to accommodate all the friends who get in touch.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20)
Always organized, you may find a few unexpected Labor
Day weekend visitors fail to throw you. It’s the start of
an active period for your social life. Until mid-month, it’s
almost impossible to get your message across at work. Be
prepared to repeat yourself. After that, though, you’re all
business.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 18)
It’s lights, camera—and plenty of action on the career front.
Don’t jump on the first offer you receive. Wait until after mid-
month to put anything in writing. It’s also an optimum time for
work-related socializing and a possible office romance. A raise
or bonus is likely in the offering as well.

PISCES (February 19 – March 20)
Labor Day weekend just might bring fireworks—as in a fire
under a loved one’s financial situation. But it will be offset
by a mostly lucky period. With little effort on your part,
you’ll manage to be in the right place at the right time—
including when a new romantic co-star enters the scene, if
you’re eligible.

—Susan Kelly, astrologer
Tribute Entertainment is the proud sponsor of the 2010 Canadian Country Music Awards!

Tune in to see all of your favourite country stars on Sunday, September 12th at 8 p.m. EST on CBC

Go to www.ccma.org for a list of the nominees.

Go to www.edmovieguide.com to win exclusive passes to the CCMAs in Edmonton for you and your friends.
Justin Timberlake shares a secret with Mila Kunis on the set of *Friends With Benefits*—about how a relationship with two friends get complicated when they decide to take their relationship to the next level.

Funnyman Russell Brand paraded in his underpants for a scene for his upcoming movie *Arthur*, the remake of the original starring Dudley Moore.

**Stars on set**

Christina Aguilera and Cam Gigandet (*Twilight*) go for a sweet ride on a motorcycle while filming the upcoming *Burlesque* movie. The movie also stars Cher, Kristen Bell and dancer Julianne Hough.

Shia LaBeouf waves his hands up in relief after surviving a fake disaster scene from the next *Transformers 3* film. The movie hits theaters next summer.
BAD THINGS HAPPEN FOR A REASON

FROM THE MIND OF M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN

DEIL

COMING SOON
Brag a little so you can brag a lot.

Tweet in to win exclusive SKYY prizes*. Tag #SKYYVIP when you tweet about all of your Toronto International Film Festival® experiences, like finding a big star or a great party. From September 10-19, we'll choose one big talker to have something even better to tweet about, such as a SKYY Gift Bag or entry to one of the town's top parties. For contest details and exclusive extras, visit FadeToBlue.ca.

Enjoy Responsibly. *Must be legal drinking age. No purchase necessary. ®Toronto International Film Festival is a registered trademark of Toronto International Film Festival Inc.